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Research Paper Examples - Books are Our Best Friends. However, unlike the ancient times where reading and writing
was a rich man's affair, nowadays anybody can get access to books. The irony is that Feeling Stuck on Your Essay?.

They need friends in their life. It is a store house of knowledge. A person never feels alone in the company of
books. It removes the darkness of ignorance. Different genres of books such as adventure, mystery, thriller,
science fiction, fantasy, etc. It is quite absurd to rely on our flailing memories, as they lose their power as we
age. However, books are our real companions, friends and guides. Share on reddit Share I remember when I
was in class 4 and took part in an intra-school essay writing competition. No books can make you a great
scientist. Here is a beautiful quote by Charles William Eliot to show what he thought of books. We learn a lot
from books just like a good friend. Books never make excuses Books always have time for you. Books are our
best companions. It teaches us how to serve the society in the best possible way. The first reason books are our
best friends is that they bring out the best in us. So it depends on you how you choose it wisely. But it is bad to
fall in the company of bad books. You may also be interested in the following: description of best friend , best
friend description How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Because, when we face any trouble, book stands
by us to help us. And books can do that for us pretty well. It is never too late to enter the world of books. It
will never get tired of you and it will never make any excuses. If at any instance of your life, you feel
discouraged or demotivated, just pick up a good inspirational book and start reading. You want a
deviceâ€¦Books! It gives us comfort in life. We can know about the remote place of the world through books.
The friendship with good books makes you good person and friendship with bad books make you a bad
person.


